
CS 598mp: Homework; due on Thu/Fri, 17/18 Marh
Let us onsider Ltl with past operators over �nite strings.Fix a �nite set of propositions P . Models will be �nite (non-empty) wordsover 2P , i.e. the words in (2P)+.Ltl� is de�ned as follows:';  :: � p j :' j ' _  j X�' j 'S where p 2 P .Intuitively, X� stands for \last-state" (as opposed to \next-state" in Ltl)and 'S stands for \' has been holding sine  held".The formal semantis is de�ned as follows. Let w 2 (2P)+ be a model andlet jwj = n. Then, for eah 0 � i � n, let w[i℄ denote the ith element in w. Wede�ne when (w; i) satis�es ', for eah i, by indution over the struture of ':� (w; i) j= p i� p 2 w[i℄� (w; i) j= :' i� (w; i) 6j= '� (w; i) j= ' _  i� (w; i) j= ' or (w; i) j=  � (w; i) j= X�' i� i > 0 and (w; i� 1) j= '� (w; i) j= 'S i� there exists j � i suh that (w; j) j=  and for everyj < i0 � i, (w; i0) j= '.Finally, w j= ' i� (w; n� 1) j= ', i.e. the last position must satis�y '. LetModels(') = fw 2 (2P)+ j w j= 'g.1. Given any formula ' in Ltl�, show how to onstrut an automaton A'on �nite words over 2P that aepts exatly the models of '.(Take are to de�ne it using the same approah used in lass; i.e. buildingit using atoms and with loal onditions that suessive states shouldsatisfy.)2. Show that the above automaton is deterministi.(If it is not, onstrut one that is!)[The above automaton built an be used as a monitor to detet errors in asystem. Suppose we are given a property ' whih we want all runs of the systemto satisfy. Then we an let the system run and observe the states and simulatethe above automaton for ' on the run. If at any point we reah a non-aeptingstate, the property ' does not hold, and we an detet the error immediately.The memory used by this algorithm will only be linear in the formula.℄


